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4e cleric guide

Hey, everybody, I'm having some problems deciding on race and accomplishments for building a cleric. Mostly I focused on healing, so my main statistic is Wis. Page 2 11 Comments Hi every friend goes to DM aone dark sun shot (dated RPG free) and I roll out my first computer in over a year. Here's what I got... Level 1, Standard Items... As far as I know divine cycles aren't in
the dark sun, but it releases it... Cleric build: Battle of a versatile cleric Specialty: Versatile Expertise (March) Versatile expertise: Versatile expertise (sacred symbol) Background: Born under bad sign (born under bad sign advantage) Final ability grades Str 20, Con 12, Dex 10, Int 8, Wis 14, Cha 12. Starting ability scores Str 18, Con 12, Dax 10, Int 8, Wis 12, Che 12. AC: 16
Fortress: 15 Reflex: 10 Will be: 14 HP: 32 Power surges: 8 Surge value: 8 Skilled skills religion +4, Diplomacy +6, Insight +7, Heal +7 Unmanageed Skills Acrobatics -1, Arcana -1, Bluff +1, Dungeoneering +2, Endurance +2, History -1, Scare +1, Nature +2, Perception +2, Stealth -1, Streetwise +1, Theft -1, Athletics +6 Cleric Achievements: Caster Ceremony Level 1: Multipurpose
Expertise And Powers of the Divinity Channel: Cleric Mercy of the Healer in 1: Cleric Recovery Strike at 1: Righteous Brand Cleric Meet 1: Healing Strike Cleric Daily1: Moment of Glory Cult Book Items, Chainmail, Adventurer Kit, Morningstar, Sacred Symbol, Longsword, Light Protector Subtle Rituals Smear I'm debating between shapeshifter or dragon born, I'm leaning towards
an interchange because of the racial binge I'm not sure if I'll see more healing as a WIS bonus on Laura healers (word healing x 2 , healing strike, mercy of healer) or my cha for better bonus on recovery strike., Also I try to decide whether to buy 20 str worth it (+1 hit, +2 hp +1hs value)vs. having higher cha/wis... The friend who's DMing is a mini max monkey so I want to put up a
really strong figure. Level 1 doesn't have a man's options. Before mercy healers I would pick up a CD: Mellor's Tide for regen and from waveless fighting to a bloody cure. Starting ability scores Str 18, Con 12, Dax 10, Int 8, Wis 12, Che 12. While starting 18th in the Str is nice, I don't think it's necessary, especially if you have a race straight push. Battle clergy will need some con to
deliver power surges and HP, and Wis to boost their hilm. If you're also going to be the face of the party (a role that often falls on the leader), you'll need a better che than 12. If there is a sea chance so at all of the campaign to reach an epic level, you may also want to consider the prerequisites of mastery achievement (crit by 19 or 20). This is one of the few achievements that
requires long-term planning and is worth the cost. AC: 16 Fortress: 15 Reflex: 10 Will: 14 Reflex is the NAD most intentional by monsters, especially on a heroic level so 10 is really going to hurt you. Your air conditioner is also below what I was. With my cleric battle, but level 1 doesn't really have that many options other than scale skill or light shield skill. Level 1 Achievements:
IMO versatile expertise, expertise and feats only really shine once you reach level 15 (when they become +2). Before that they're nice but not mandatory. I would consider taking an AC accelerator (you will get attacked more than you attack) or a buffer to heal (a defensive healing word is nice) instead. Channel Godliness: Mercy of Healing is an amazing ability, but don't ignore
divine luck as an option. If you take the Greater Divine Fortune feat, your diddly +1 bonus becomes +3 and essentially acts as the human racial feat Action Surge. And we all know how good an action surge is. There is also another achievement that makes Divine Capital a close burst 1 power. I'm sure you can imagine how popular it can make you with your party. Cleric in 1:
Recovery strike since the contollation for healing without a surge (there is no supplement to the healer's teachings unless a surge is spent, and similar to many +healing magic items), this power is much less useful than it used to be. You might want to be at low levels but expect to replace it sooner or later. Cleric will be 1: Tzadik Ka-ching brand! But remember that to earn her keep
you need another meleer in your party that hits harder than you. If you don't have one, choose one of the other attack bonus powers. They don't have the scleration limit. Cleric Daily 1: A moment of glory is another great power, but be aware that sustaining forces can be complicated with battle clerics. As a partner, you'll need to act to reach enemies, your standard action to attack,
and your minors to heal. Sometimes it can be difficult to find a secondary spare action for the sake of existing forces. My cleric went with the curse of misfortune. An imminent eruption 3 that forces enemies to reel in attacks twice and take the lowest score (saving edges) can really ruin a day of DM. Cult book items, Chainmail, Adventurer Kit, Morningstar, Sacred Symbol,
Longsword, Light Shield Why the Light Shield if you're not Becky? As a general comment, when building a battle cleric you should be aware that there are only 2 real PPs for Str-based clerics. The other is a battle priest. If you don't like Priest Karev, you're stuck with a multiclassified (most likely a fighter, warlord or paladin). On this basis, it's worth considering what multi-class
options you're offered in terms of power-swapping or other heroic overts in general. Thanks for the colmarr answer it's only going to be level 1, one shot the reason 20 str and versitile specialist (+2 vs. 18 str rather than expertise) is a healing strike only recovering on a hit, recovery strike should strike as well. I'm not worried about damage so much as healing pumping (I know I can
go laser cleric but I perfer scuffle) the more I think about it the more I see a healing strike shining to level 1, +1 wis gives +3 to cure the total in battle, To cha can give +1 round. The sword and shield are that remains from the period I took a feat that gives a light shield prof. and choice of weapons fighting, it was +1 to AC reflex, the same hitting, but my sacred symbol was -1 hit
versus expertise, I didn't really use the symbol so it's probably a better match. I think about it more, the smarter it looks. 1 AC level 1 is huge. I think I'll go dragonborn or some other str/cha I'll have 18 str, 18 che the rest in Honoma and int. cleric without g, that would be interesting... Instead of versatile expertise, you can take arming a combat cleric as your first achievement. You
can then use the long sword as your primary weapon and use the shield. The long sword is good because of the +3 hit bonus, which you can boost further with Versatile as your 2nd achievement. Instead of versatile expertise, you can take arming a combat cleric as your first achievement. You can then use the long sword as your primary weapon and use the shield. The long
sword is good because of the +3 hit bonus, which you can boost further with Versatile as your 2nd achievement. I was thinking the same thing. What do you think of 18 18 cha girls? Or 20 16cha? I don't see wisdom giving much bonus to a battle cleric... Cha shouldn't be more than 14, IMO - it's secondary but clergy don't earn that much from it. I'd go with STR 18, WIS 14, CHA
14, and you should be able to squeeze out 14 CON. Reflex would be your weak defense, but you'd be sound everywhere else. Editing - You can try a high CHA with Paladin/Hybrid Cleric, but it will be one of too many primaries - STR, WIS, CHA, and CON (I consider CON a no-dump-stat for each class). But it's getting very complicated to put it together. I thought +4 che for a
recovery strike. 4 Surge-free healing every second round (assuming a 50% elimination rate) when your HP is at 40, It's a 10% cure (5% per round it's not on a good scale but it's level 1 so meh) edit: I don't see a con helping much with born under a bad sign giving me a mod str at HP) The reason 20 str and versitile specialist (+2 vs 18 str and no expertise) is a healing strike only
recovering on a hit, recovery strike should strike as well. I'm not worried about damage so much as pumping out healer your logic is sound. I guess it's just a matter of personal preference. On tangential, your comment about a healing strike only works on a hit worth remembering. Tactically, a healing strike should be your first recovery from the encounter, never the last. If you keep
it to the last one, you might find you don't really have the cure when you need it. The more I think about it the more I see a healing strike shining to level 1 it shines a lot more than that. My cleric still has it at level 12, as much as 2[W] as heal (2 healing words, a bastion of health and mass healing light sores can cover a lot of healing even without a healing strike). I think I'll go for
Born Dragons or else. I'll take 18 through, 18 che the rest in Honoma and int. A cleric without a G, that would be interesting... Normally I would advise against a heavy cha structure for the upcoming cleric. Most of the religious forces that exercise charisma apply only to healing, which the cleric usually receives from the theory of wisdom and healing. However, for one Level 1 shot,
favoring Str/Che and a recovery strike may work for you. Editing: I don't see Con helping much with born under bad sign giving me str mod at HP) For one shot, you're absolutely right. While Str doesn't give you power surges, it's unlikely that 1 or 2 additional power surges are going to make that much difference on such a short campaign. On tangential, your comment about a
healing strike only works on a hit worth remembering. Tactically, a healing strike should be your first recovery from the encounter, never the last. If you keep it to the last one, you might find you don't really have the cure when you need it. True but it's also not your best healer, you give more healing to any surge with the word healers (bonus d6's, I think at 12 it's 2d6). I see a
healing strike as okay, I'm out of howling, let's see if it gets hurt. Kind of first after the good stuff. Also, if you want to +25% hit you can take an MC Avenger and keep your surcalled for it. My new DM friend came up with some advice, looks like he's going to run it for more than level 1, I'm going for a balanced 18 str 18 wis 12 con 12 che build so I can cash in on some wis powers
later. True but it's also not your best healer, you give more healing to any surge with the word healers (bonus d6's, I think at 12 it's 2d6). I see a healing strike as okay, I'm out of howling, let's see if it gets hurt. Kind of first after the good stuff. Word Healing is +2d6 level 6, +3d6 in 11 (even better than you thought). Nevertheless, I still advise you not to leave the healing strike until
you need it. Use it early and often. That: when you need it, you can never be sure you're hitting; There are more demands for a healing strike (enemy at hand, better not soldier) than there are for your other healers; If healing is going to fail, you want to know it early so you can ration your other powers. You can't allowance powers you've already spent; It does 2[W] damage, and
applying so early may reduce the need for other healing; And you're right that it does less healing than a healing word, but the amount of cure is much less likely to be important early in the session than later. A healing word is healing your big gun. Save it for when you really need it. Page 2 Hey every friend is going to dm aone shot dark sun (dated RPG free) and I roll out my first
computer in over a year. Here's what I got... Level 1, Standard Items... As far as I know divine classes aren't in the dark sun, but he lets go of him... What are you doing? Versatile expertise: versatile background of expertise (sacred symbol: born under bad sign (born under bad sign advantage) final ability to grades Str 20, Con 12, Dex 10, Int 8, Wis 14, Che 12. Starting ability
scores Str 18, Con 12, Dax 10, Int 8, Wis 12, Che 12. AC: 16 Fortress: 15 Reflex: 10 Will be: 14 HP: 32 Power surges: 8 Surge value: 8 Skilled skills religion +4, Diplomacy +6, Insight +7, Heal +7 Unmanageed Skills Acrobatics -1, Arcana -1, Bluff +1, Dungeoneering +2, Endurance +2, History -1, Scare +1, Nature +2, Perception +2, Stealth -1, Streetwise +1, Theft -1, Athletics +6
Cleric Achievements: Caster Ceremony Level 1: Multipurpose Expertise And Powers of the Divinity Channel: Cleric Mercy of the Healer in 1: Cleric Recovery Strike at 1: Righteous Brand Cleric Meet 1: Healing Strike Cleric Daily1: Moment of Glory Cult Book Items, Chainmail, Adventurer Kit, Morningstar, Sacred Symbol, Longsword, Light Protector Subtle Rituals Smear I'm
debating between shapeshifter or dragon born, I'm leaning towards an interchange because of the racial binge I'm not sure if I'll see more healing as a WIS bonus on Laura healers (word healing x 2 , healing strike, mercy of healer) or my cha for better bonus on recovery strike., Also I try to decide whether to buy 20 str worth it (+1 hit, +2 hp +1hs value)vs. having higher cha/wis...
The friend who's DMing is a mini max monkey so I want to put up a really strong figure. Level 1 doesn't have a man's options. Before mercy healers I would pick up a CD: Mellor's Tide for regen and from waveless fighting to a bloody cure. Starting ability scores Str 18, Con 12, Dax 10, Int 8, Wis 12, Che 12. While starting 18th in the Str is nice, I don't think it's necessary, especially
if you have a race straight push. Battle clergy will need some con to deliver power surges and HP, and Wis to boost their hilm. If you're also going to be the face of the party (a role that often falls on the leader), you'll need a better che than 12. If there is a sea chance so at all of the campaign to reach an epic level, you may also want to consider the prerequisites of mastery
achievement (crit by 19 or 20). This is one of the few achievements that requires long-term planning and is worth the cost. AC: 16 Fortress: 15 Reflex: 10 Will: 14 Reflex is the NAD most intentional by monsters, especially on a heroic level so 10 is really going to hurt you. Your air conditioner is well below what I was comfortable with for my upcoming cleric, but level 1 really doesn't
have that many options other than scale skill or light shield skill. Level 1 Achievements: IMO versatile expertise, expertise and feats only really shine once you reach level 15 (when they become +2). Before that they're nice but not mandatory. I would consider taking an AC accelerator (you will get attacked more than you attack) or a buffer to heal (a defensive healing word is nice)
instead. Channel Godliness: Mercy of Healing is an amazing ability, but don't ignore divine luck as an option. If you take Divine Fortune feat, your diddly +1 bonus becomes +3 and essentially acts as the human racial feat Action Surge. And we all know how good an action surge is. There is also another achievement that makes Divine Capital a close burst 1 power. I'm sure you
can imagine how popular it can make you with your party. Cleric in 1: Recovery strike since the contollation for healing without a surge (there is no supplement to the healer's teachings unless a surge is spent, and similar to many +healing magic items), this power is much less useful than it used to be. You might want to be at low levels but expect to replace it sooner or later. Cleric
will be 1: Tzadik Ka-ching brand! But remember that to earn her keep you need another meleer in your party that hits harder than you. If you don't have one, choose one of the other attack bonus powers. They don't have the scleration limit. Cleric Daily 1: A moment of glory is another great power, but be aware that sustaining forces can be complicated with battle clerics. As a
partner, you'll need to act to reach enemies, your standard action to attack, and your minors to heal. Sometimes it can be difficult to find a secondary spare action for the sake of existing forces. My cleric went with the curse of misfortune. An imminent eruption 3 that forces enemies to reel in attacks twice and take the lowest score (saving edges) can really ruin a day of DM. Cult
book items, Chainmail, Adventurer Kit, Morningstar, Sacred Symbol, Longsword, Light Shield Why the Light Shield if you're not Becky? As a general comment, when building a battle cleric you should be aware that there are only 2 real PPs for Str-based clerics. The other is a battle priest. If you don't like Priest Karev, you're stuck with a multiclassified (most likely a fighter, warlord
or paladin). On this basis, it's worth considering what multi-class options you're offered in terms of power-swapping or other heroic overts in general. Thanks for the colmarr answer it's only going to be level 1, one shot the reason 20 str and versitile specialist (+2 vs. 18 str rather than expertise) is a healing strike only recovering on a hit, recovery strike should strike as well. I'm not
worried about damage so much as healing pumping (I know I can go to a cleric laser but I perfer a scuffle) the more I think about it the more I see a healing strike shining to level 1, +1 wis gives +3 to cure the total in battle, +1 lech can give +1 round. The sword and shield are that remains from the period I took a feat that gives a light shield prof. and choice of weapons fighting, it
was +1 to AC reflex, the same hitting, but my sacred symbol was -1 hit versus expertise, I didn't really use the symbol so it's probably a better match. I think about it more, the smarter it looks. 1 AC level 1 is huge. I think I'll go dragonborn or some other str/cha I'll have 18 str, 18 che the rest in Honoma and int. cleric without g, that would be interesting... Instead of versatile
expertise, you can take The cleric is arming as your first A.V.L. achievement. You can then use the long sword as your primary weapon and use the shield. The long sword is good because of the +3 hit bonus, which you can boost further with Versatile as your 2nd achievement. Instead of versatile expertise, you can take arming a combat cleric as your first achievement. You can
then use the long sword as your primary weapon and use the shield. The long sword is good because of the +3 hit bonus, which you can boost further with Versatile as your 2nd achievement. I was thinking the same thing. What do you think of 18 18 cha girls? Or 20 16cha? I don't see wisdom giving much bonus to a battle cleric... Cha shouldn't be more than 14, IMO - it's
secondary but clergy don't earn that much from it. I'd go with STR 18, WIS 14, CHA 14, and you should be able to squeeze out 14 CON. Reflex would be your weak defense, but you'd be sound everywhere else. Editing - You can try a high CHA with Paladin/Hybrid Cleric, but it will be one of too many primaries - STR, WIS, CHA, and CON (I consider CON a no-dump-stat for each
class). But it's getting very complicated to put it together. I thought +4 che for a recovery strike. 4 Surge-free healing every second round (assuming a 50% elimination rate) when your HP is at 40, It's a 10% cure (5% per round it's not on a good scale but it's level 1 so meh) edit: I don't see a con helping much with born under a bad sign giving me a mod str at HP) The reason 20 str
and versitile specialist (+2 vs 18 str and no expertise) is a healing strike only recovering on a hit, recovery strike should strike as well. I'm not worried about damage so much as pumping out healer your logic is sound. I guess it's just a matter of personal preference. On tangential, your comment about a healing strike only works on a hit worth remembering. Tactically, a healing
strike should be your first recovery from the encounter, never the last. If you keep it to the last one, you might find you don't really have the cure when you need it. The more I think about it the more I see a healing strike shining to level 1 it shines a lot more than that. My cleric still has it at level 12, as much as 2[W] as heal (2 healing words, a bastion of health and mass healing light
sores can cover a lot of healing even without a healing strike). I think I'll go dragonborn or some other str/cha I'll have 18 str, 18 che the rest in Honoma and int. cleric without g, that would be interesting... Normally I would advise against a heavy cha structure for the upcoming cleric. Most of the religious forces that exercise charisma apply only to healing, which the cleric usually
receives from the theory of wisdom and healing. However, for one Level 1 shot, favoring Str/Che and a recovery strike may work for you. Editing: I don't see Con helping much with born under bad sign giving me str mod at HP) For one shot, you're absolutely right. While Stroter doesn't give you power surges, it's... That 1 or 2 more power surges are going to make so much
difference on such a short campaign. On tangential, your comment about a healing strike only works on a hit worth remembering. Tactically, a healing strike should be your first recovery from the encounter, never the last. If you keep it to the last one, you might find you don't really have the cure when you need it. True but it's also not your best healer, you give more healing to any
surge with the word healers (bonus d6's, I think at 12 it's 2d6). I see a healing strike as okay, I'm out of howling, let's see if it gets hurt. Kind of first after the good stuff. Also, if you want to +25% hit you can take an MC Avenger and keep your surcalled for it. My new DM friend came up with some advice, looks like he's going to run it for more than level 1, I'm going for a balanced 18
str 18 wis 12 con 12 che build so I can cash in on some wis powers later. True but it's also not your best healer, you give more healing to any surge with the word healers (bonus d6's, I think at 12 it's 2d6). I see a healing strike as okay, I'm out of howling, let's see if it gets hurt. Kind of first after the good stuff. Word Healing is +2d6 level 6, +3d6 in 11 (even better than you thought).
Nevertheless, I still advise you not to leave the healing strike until you need it. Use it early and often. That: when you need it, you can never be sure you're hitting; There are more demands for a healing strike (enemy at hand, better not soldier) than there are for your other healers; If healing is going to fail, you want to know it early so you can ration your other powers. You can't
allowance powers you've already spent; It does 2[W] damage, and applying so early may reduce the need for other healing; And you're right that it does less healing than a healing word, but the amount of cure is much less likely to be important early in the session than later. A healing word is healing your big gun. Save it for when you really need it. It.
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